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ABSTRACT

The SBS Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) System consists of one earth station
in Castle Rock, Colorado and a combined earth station and control center in Clarksburg,
Maryland. The system commenced operation with the launch of the SBS-1 spacecraft in
November 1980, two and one-half years after the initiation of the design study. The system
design utilized as a base the experience of COMSAT and SBS personnel on the
INTELSAT and COMSAT General networks. From this base, a system was designed
around real-time telemetry processing for four spacecraft that included such features as:
subsystem oriented spacecraft displays, centralized control over the hardware and software
at both sites, human factors orientation and ease of future expansion. The major functions
performed include: spacecraft commanding, ranging, orbit and attitude determination,
telemetry retrieval and analysis and comprehensive monitoring and alarm system.

INTRODUCTION

The SBS satellite TT&C network was designed, fabricated and installed by the
Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) for SBS between November 1978 and
June 1980. The network includes an earth station in Castle Rock, Colorado and a satellite
control facility (SCF) combined with an earth station in Clarksburg, Maryland. The
Clarksburg facility is referred to as the Control Station and the Castle Rock station is
referred to as the as the Beacon Station. Figure 1 illustrates the network configuration.

The hardware and software that comprise the system are used for satellite ranging,
telemetry reception, processing and display, command and tracking beacon generation, and
report and plot generation. The other major elements of the network interface to the
processing equipment as described below.



The one fully steerable and four limited motion antennas interface via microprocessor
based command and status interface panels (CSIPs) which were designed into the antenna
and RF subsystem by its manufacturer; data communications interfaces are provided from
the computer at the Control Station to the computer at the Beacon Station for command
and status, to SBS headquarters for summary spacecraft information, to COMSAT
Laboratories Computer Center for orbital data, to the COMSAT Launch Control Center
for launch support, and to the Kennedy Space Center, Florida via acoustic coupler to
obtain pre-launch telemetry data.

The paper will focus on the design goals of the TT&C processing equipment, present a
brief hardware and software overview, highlight the major features and conclude with
ideas for potential future improvements.

SYSTEM DESIGN GOALS

The design objectives for the TT&C system focused on two major areas - spacecraft
compatibility and operational considerations. The spacecraft related goals included:
a) The capability to monitor up to four spacecraft simultaneously, utilizing multiple

display formats for telemetry. Even though the system has only two operational
satellites and a ground spare, sizing the hardware and software for a fourth satellite
allowed for ease of transition to the second generation satellites and/or for recorded
telemetry to be played back into the system and compared on-line with real time data.

b) A near real-time update capability for the spacecraft displays was considered essential
for command verification and the performance of certain critical maneuvers.

c) A comprehensive, yet flexible alarm system was needed to accommodate spacecraft,
ground equipment and facility malfunctions.

d) The telemetry processing software and displays needed to be designed with a flexible,
modular approach because the spacecraft telemetry subsystem and telemetry list were
not finalized at the beginning of the program. In fact what transpired was that halfway
through the program, the spacecraft contractor gave up on a new, improved telemetry
subsystem design and reverted to an older, established design. This completely
changed the content and structure of the telemetry list in such areas as number and
level of words to be subcommutated, number and types of status words and non-
telemetered status words.

e) Local archiving of data at the Control Station, as opposed to an offsite mainframe
computer, was felt to be a necessity for ease and speed of trend analysis and failure
analysis.



The operational design objectives were set forth by involving SBS operations personnel at
early stages of the system design and at design reviews. The agreed upon operational goals
included:
a) A desire to automate the routine functions as much as reasonably possible in order to

minimize the manpower necessary to operate the stations; this goal was achieved
primarily by careful, modular software design.

b) The design was to allow for ease of future expansion and interfacing of new
equipment. This was achieved by carefully allocating rack space, with 25% spare
space per rack being the goal, and by standardizing on the IEEE-488 Bus to interface
equipment to the computers wherever possible.

c) The hardware and software was to be easily controlled and reconfigured. This was
accomplished by careful design of the Hewlett-Packard computer systems, using
shared I/O extenders, distributed system software (DS-1000), dual computers
configured as Primary and Auxilliary, and the aforementioned IEEE-488 Bus
interfaces.

d) The design of the hardware and software was to be strongly human factor oriented in
order to ease training and operating requirements. This was reflected in the operator
interface and display software, in the special purpose hardware units and in the
overall layout of the facilities.

e) The Control Station was to act as the master station with the capability of sending
spacecraft commands via the Beacon Station, reconfiguring the equipment at the
Beacon Station and receiving status information back from it.

f) The distributed system software that was utilized allowed for software development
to take place at the Control Station and then be downline loaded into the Beacon
Station computers. This was considered to be infinitely more desireable than
transporting disks, tapes or cassettes. The network configuration was flexible enough
as designed to have allowed for the addition of a fifth computer towards the end of
the program for the SBS software development function. This was done after most of
the operational software had been developed and installed and it became obvious that
doing any meaningful amount of software development on the operational system
would be quite slow and time consuming, since the size of that software had grown
significantly beyond early predictions.

g) Finally, the most important operational consideration, as with all TT&C networks,
was reliability. This was achieved in a number of ways.
1) For commercial equipment, only high quality, proven hardware was selected.
2) For the custom hardware, reliability was obtained by utilizing careful,

conservative designs, high quality components and extensive testing.
3) For the software, extensive testing under all possible combinations of system

conditions and simulated data inputs enabled most of the bugs to be discovered
prior to launch.



SYSTEM OVERVIEW

General

The TT&C processing equipment is part of the SBS TT&C network, which includes the
following:
a) A beacon station, having one fully steerable antenna, up to three limited motion, 7-m

antennas, and one set of TT&C processing equipment.
b) A combined earth station and SCF at Clarksbursg, Maryland, having up to three

limited motion, 7-m antennas and one set of TT&C and SCF processing equipment.
An interface at the SCF for the orbit and attitude determination computer
(subsequently referred to as the orbit determination computer) located at COMSAT
laboratories. This interface provides spacecraft telemetry and tracking/ranging data to
the orbit determination computer.

c) Terminals, with hard copy, which can be located at various COMSAT and SBS
facilities as required, to access the SCF via dial-up.

The TT&C system operates in a highly centralized manner, with the SCF both monitoring
and exercising direct control over the satellites and the TT&C earth stations. The beacon
station’s primary function is the generation of both the tracking beacons for the satellites
and the commands which are submodulated on these beacons. The prime function of the
control station is the acquisition and analysis of PCM telemetry data. It is also capable of
commanding the satellite when it is in earth sensor mode. Both stations are capable of
ranging to all satellites using tones transmitted through a transponder. The beacon station
is connected to the SCF via a leased land line. This station is capable of autonomous
operation in a system fall-back mode in the case of an SCF or data link failures.

Figure 2 is a simplified block diagram of the TT&C processing equipment installed at the
Control Station. The Beacon Station is not shown, as its equipment is a subset of the
Control Station’s.

The 11 GHz downlink RF frequency is downconverted in the RF Terminals to one of 6 IF
frequencies that interface to the TT&C processing equipment. The lines go thru a switch
matrix which route them to the telemetry receivers, in which the IF frequency is further
demodulated down to the telemetry baseband of either 32 KHz (PCM) or 14 KHz (FM).
The switch matrices may be controlled from a control keyboard or from the CPU. The
receiver switches likewise have either manual or CPU control and their function is to tune
the receiver front end to the proper IF frequency. The command uplink equipment consists
of two command generators, one of whose baseband output tones are routed to an FM
modulator whose output is a 70 MHz IF frequency. The phase modulator output is like
wise to 70 MHz and is used for ranging, via a COMSAT built Range Processor Unit.



The PCM telemetry is routed through PSK demodulators into COMSAT built
Multichannel, Sync/Buffer. This unit performs bit synchronization, frame and subframe
synchronization, data buffering for CPU entry and D/A conversion on up to 16 data
channels. The FM telemetry is routed through Attitude Pulse Digitizers and/or FM Data
Detectors for strip chart display and recording.

The Alarm System allows for alerts due to spacecraft, ground equipment and facility
sources, and the Earth Station Status Display presents a full color block diagram of the
current equipment configuration from RF to baseband, noting on-line/off-line status,
frequencies and exact routing.

Beacon Station Functions

The set of TT&C processing equipment installed at the beacon station is operated as a
terrestrial relay terminal between the SCF and orbiting satellites. This equipment will
perform the following functions:
a) Reception and demodulation of telemetry signals for backup transmission to the SCF

and for phasing of commands via the synchronous controller, and processing of
telemetry for display and limit checking;

b) Measurement of the slant range to the satellite via tone frequency phase comparison
and angle tracking of the satellite beacon;

c) Processing and buffering of range and angle tracking data for transmission to the SCF;
d) Generation of a tracking beacon signal for satellite pointing;
e) Transmission of command signals to the satellite in beacon and earth sensor modes;
f) Provision of antenna pointing data to the fully steerable antenna; and,
g) Remote reconfiguration and status and alarm monitoring of the earth station from both

the beacon station and the control station.

Control Station Functions

The control station operates as the central monitoring, control and data processing facility
for the TT&C network. Data from the satellites and status information from both the
beacon station and the colocated TT&C earth station are processed, recorded, and
displayed. The control station performs the following functions:
a) Reception and demodulation of telemetry signals;
b) Measurement of the slant range to the satellite via tone phase comparison;
c) Processing and storage of range and angle tracking data from both the beacon station

and the control station;
d) Transmission and verification of command signals to the satellite from the control

station and via the beacon station;



e) Provision of forward antenna pointing data from the orbit determination computer for
the fully steerable antenna at the beacon station;

f) Storage of the telemetry, tracking and ranging data prior to transmission to the orbit
determination computer;

g) Remote control and status and alarm monitoring of earth station configurations;
h) Real-time display and limit checking of all significant satellite telemetry data and

generation of alarms for out-of-limits parameters;
i) Storage and analysis of satellite telemetered and non-telemetered data and earth

station status;
j) Initiation and control of command operations to the satellite;
k) Provision of an interface to the orbit determination computer for satellite attitude, tone

ranging, and angle tracking;
l) Provision of an interface to the System Management Facility (SMF) and Radio

Frequency System Monitor (RFSM) for spacecraft communications system status
data;

m) Provision of a data interface to COMSAT Launch Control Center displays;
n) Historical data storage, analysis, plotting, and displays; and
o) Provision of digital flight recorder capability for storage and retrieval of telemetry

data.

CPU Hardware

The SBS TT&C system was designed to monitor and control up to four satellites by
utilizing an operator-oriented system concept. Specifically, the intent was to provide
operator interfaces requiring little or no knowledge of complicated software internals. Both
the HP RTE operating system and its TT&C software RTE implementation were intended
to remain transparent to the user as much as possible. Utilization of softkey entries was
optimized and computer feedback was as descriptive and complete as possible. Error
reporting and recovery were given detailed attention. The overall design concept was to
establish operator confidence in his ability to perform the computer operations. The
ultimate goal was to achieve confidence in the operation of the entire system.

The SBS TT&C system is normally configured in a distributed systems network with four
nodes in a ring structure. Two nodes are located at the control station in Clarksburg,
Maryland, and two nodes are located at the beacon station in Castle Rock, Colorado. At
each station, one node is referred to as the primary node and one as the auxiliary. Figure 3
depicts the hardware associated with each node at each site. The primary node (CPU A) is
normally connected to the operations extender and the auxiliary node (CPU B) is
connected to the test and administrative extender. Under certain backup conditions, either
node at either site may control both extenders.



All primary TT&C functions can be accomplished at either site. Under normal operating
conditions, however, the control site at Clarksburg maintains overall network control,
transmitting commands and receiving status reports from the beacon station in Castle
Rock. The vehicle for this network communication is the HP DS/1000 software/firmware
package. All network communication is error checked by the DS network. If either site is
disabled or the communications link fails, both Clarksburg and Castle Rock can receive
telemetry and command the satellites independently and therefore perform all required
TT&C functions in a single-site configuration.

The disks are used for flight recorder and archive type data storage. The S/C displays,
operations CRT and Administrative terminal are all HP 2645 CRT/keyboards. As
mentioned earlier extensive use was made of the IEEE 488 interface in the system, and this
may be seen in Figure 3.

CPU Software

The system software utilizes the HP-RTE-IVB operating executive to maintain overall real
time control of the TT&C functions. Figure 4 depicts the overall top level structure
showing the sources of all inputs, the destination of all outputs and the I/O interfaces, both
hardware and software, required to accomplish all processing. At the heart of the software
system are two areas used heavily for inter-task communication - System Common and
Class I/O. These areas are used not only for inter-task communication internally within one
node in the network, but are also used for similar communication to remote nodes in the
DS/1000 network. Real time system response is based on the ability of RTE-IVB to
efficiently operate in a multi-task communications environment. The major elements of the
software shown in Figure 4 are:
a) telemetry processing
b) display processing
c) events processing
d) alarms processing
e) earth station control processing
f) S/C commanding
g) administrative terminal processing
h) reports processing
i) data based editing and storage
j) remote communications processing



MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS

Real Time Telemetry Processing

The real time telemetry processing subsystem is composed of five functional processors.
Up to eight serial telemetry data streams are routed from the demodulation equipment into
a multi-channel synchronizer/buffer (sync/buffer), which is in essence, an intelligent front
end processor. The processor builds a telemetry frame for each serial stream and then
bursts all eight frames to the central system computer within 100 milliseconds.

One of the features of the sync/buffer is an extended synchronization capability. The
spacecraft ID is combined with the unique word to provide a 22 bit, rather than 16 bit,
synchronization pattern. This extention prevents false frame lock on bit patterns within the
stream that may be identical to the 16 bit synchronization pattern. In addition,
decommutation of multiple asynchronous subcommutated words is performed by the
sync/buffer.

Another feature of the sync/buffer is an integral eight channel, programmable, digital to
analog (D/A) converter. Up to eight words, from either a single or multiple telemetry
streams, can be converted for presentation on chart recorders. The D/A converter has the
ability to decommutate subcommutated words and to independently calibrate each output
channel.

The four other functional processors mentioned above reside in the HP1000 minicomputer
system. The PCM input processor serves as the data acquisition module and the spacecraft
alarm monitor. The telemetry blocks from the sync buffer are used to create a major
telemetry frame for each S/C. The input from each S/C is constantly monitored and a S/C
Alert is generated when telemetry has been lost for a predetermined time interval. Each
analog sensor word in the frame is compared against operator entered limits. When a
sensor reading falls outside of the limits for a specified number of samples, a S/C Alert is
generated. Since the permissable limits for the analog sensors can vary as a function of the
spacecraft configuration, five set of limits have been provided. When the spacecraft
configuration is altered, a single command can activate a new set of limits for all analog
words. Bi-level status items are continuously monitored and event messages are generated
when changes are detected. For selected key status items that are primarily connected to
the attitude control system switch over logic, S/C Alerts are generated when changes are
detected.

S/C command execution processing is also performed by the PCM input processor. Any
time that a command is present in one of the S/C command decoders, the command
number and the command description is printed on the S/C display terminal. The execution



of the command is also displayed and recorded in the event log. There are certain
commands that change the status of the S/C and have no associated telemetry. The non-
telemetered status monitor keeps track of all such commands. Non-telemetered items are
recorded on disc in a table so that the current S/C state is retained when the processor is
reinitialized. In addition, cross checks are performed between the Beacon Station and
Control Station to ensure the table accurately reflects the state of the S/C. If the execution
of a command is missed by one site, the other site will automatically transfer the new
table.

Two independent archiving processors provide the raw telemetry for short term and long
term analysis. The flight recorder processor records every frame of telemetry for up to
eight hours. The flight recorder is a circular file that can be used for on line analysis or be
transfered to digital magnetic tape for repetitive use. The historical archive processor
provides the long term analysis of the S/C data base. Every 5 minutes a major frame
image, along with the non-telemetered status, is recorded on disc. Sensors that are
inherently noisy, such as bus currents and motor torque, are averaged for 1 minute prior to
recording to disc. Up to 32 days of telemetry for each S/C can be maintained in the
Historical Archive. After 31 days, the archive can be transfered to digital magnetic tape as
a permanent record.

The state of each spacecraft subsystem can be displayed in real time on a computer driven
display terminal. There are six subsystem displays per spacecraft; Attitude,
Communications, Power, Battery, Thermal and Telemetry. In addition, a quick look,
general display containing key sensors for multiple subsystems has been provided for each
spacecraft. The spacecraft display processor, utilizing raw telemetry, non-telemetered
status and analog sensor values, performs all conversions, calculations, and truth table
decoding required to generate all spacecraft displays. Any sensor or status item that has
been alarmed by the PCM input processor, will be displayed in an inverted video field. An
eigth display, containing the overall status of each subsystem of each spacecraft provides
rapid means of determining which display presentation to view in case of a spacecraft
alert.

Earth Station Control

In order to support multiple spacecraft, TT&C earth stations must be routinely be
reconfigured. In the SBS system, this can be accomplished either manually or under
computer control.

The baseband modulation and demodulation equipment can be switched through a
centralized status and control unit. This unit consists of reed relay matrices and a
programmable color graphics terminal/controller. The terminal continuously displays the



routing of all baseband data paths using a matrix-like mimic panel presentation. In
addition, the terminal serves as the control point for all matrix operations. The matrices can
be controlled either directly from the terminal via the keyboard, or from the HP1000 via
the Operations CRT/Keyboard.

There are radio frequency terminals (RFT’s) at each site, that are used to command and
monitor the SBS Spacecraft. Each RFT contains a local and remote command and status
panel to provide full control of the RFT up and down converter frequencies, LNA and
HPA selection and waveguide switching. Selected status points are monitored and routed
to the the command and status panel to complement the system’s control capability. The
HP1000 has full access to the control functions, alarm and status of each RFT via an
IEEE-488 bus.

The HP1000 can control the earth station in three different modes. Interactive control,
provides a virtual front panel earth station control capability at the computer console; one
equipment operation at a time is initiated by the console operator. This form of control is
used for software and hardware diagnostics. The language used for this interactive earth
station control provides the basis for the two other means of control. Using an edit/create
function, a sequence of statements can be entered to establish a control scenario. The
control statements include RFT control commands, matrix switching, antenna pointing,
tone ranging and receiver frequency selection. Additional flow statements, such pause,
alert, go to and wait can be intermingled with control command to form a complete
scenario. Each scenario is maintained on a hard disc, and up to 100 scenarios can be
stored. A scenario is executed by simply entering the scenario name. In the single execute
mode of operation, the scenario is executed once on a demand basis. A timed execute
mode of operation is also available. A scenario can be scheduled to run at a given time and
then run a set number of times at given intervals. Up to 20 scenarios can be in the time list
simultaneously, each scenario running independent of each other.

Internal process control is provided in the execution of each scenario statement. When a
statement fails to execute properly, the scenario suspends and generates an earth station
alert and disruptive failure message. After the corrective action is taken, the scenario can
be restarted from the point of suspension, restarted from the beginning, or aborted.

Monitoring and Alarms

The monitoring and alarm subsystem provides centralized reporting of all events in the
TT&C system. There are four basic sources of these events: the RFT’s, the HP 2240
measurement and control unit, the telemetry processing software and software operating
system. All events are logged on the system hard copy device and in the disc resident
event log for problem tracing and analysis. Selected events are presented on an earth



station display terminal and events that require immediate attention are routed to the alarm
panel.

All RFT events are transmitted to the HP 1000 via the IEEE-488 bus. These events are
used to create a mimic of the RFT configuration on a large screen, color graphics earth
station display. RFT alarms will cause the appropriate unit symbol on the earth display to
be presented in red and an earth station alarm to be generated on the alarm panel.

The measurement and control unit monitors all non-RFT earth station hardware status and
alarm sensors. Although only twenty sensors are currently monitored, the unit is readily
expandable to 128. Such diverse items as building temperature, receiver phase lock, and
waveguide switch status are monitored. All sensor changes are reported to the HP 1000
and generate events alarm, and earth station display updates.

The PCM input processor reports all spacecraft related events to the monitoring and alarm
system. Telemetry acquisition and loss, status word changes and alarms, analog sensor out
of limit condition and spacecraft command verification and execution are examples of
major events generated by the telemetry processing software.

All TT&C application programs are executed under control of the HP RTE-IVB operating
system. The operating system manages the computer memory allocation, input/output
access, and program scheduling. The TT&C Status Monitor Program, continuously
monitors the state of the operating system. Input/output failures, file management errors,
and program scheduling failures are reported through the monitoring and alarm subsystem.
The printed event message contains all of the details on the nature of failure and the
subsystem that detected the failure. With this information, 80% of the software/hardware
problems that arise can be diagnosed and corrected by telephone; this program has been
invaluable as far as keeping the system completely operational with a minimum amount of
effort.

The earth station display serves as the focal point of the monitoring and alarm subsystem
for the earth station equipment. A multi color intelligent graphics terminal is used to
display the earth station configuration at each facility. One display can present a pictoral
for up to three antennas, the baseband equipment, and all related data paths. Green, red,
yellow and blue colors are used to represent the state of each hardware unit on the display
as being on-line, alarmed, in maintenance, and off-line respectively. The up and down link
frequencies, position, and tracking demodulation frequencies for each antenna are
presented next to the schematic. The Castle Rock facility has one earth station display and
the Clarksburg Control facility, which can remotely control and monitor Castle Rock, has
two displays - one for each site.



The alarm panel complements the earth station and spacecraft displays with eight
illuminated subsystem alarm indicators and a two tone minor/major audible alert. The
alarm panel serves to direct the operator to the proper display on which a detailed failure
description can be obtained and the audible alarm alerts the operator to the failure. The
presence of the alarm is detected by the HP 1000 which communicates with the alarm
panel via an IEEE-488 bus. To preclude a computer failure from going undetected during a
period of low level system activity, the alarm panel contains an integral dead man switch.
If the computer should fail to query the alarm panel every 30 seconds, a major failure
alarm - CPU STALL - will be generated.

Ranging, Orbit, and Attitude Determination

Spacecraft position determination in the SBS system is performed using either dual site
tone ranging or single site tone ranging and azimuth/elevation data.

The heart of the tone ranging system is a microprocessor based range processor. The unit
generates a sequential multitone baseband consisting of four coherent sinusoidal
frequencies. The received baseband is comb filtered and the individual tones are
sequentially applied to internal digital phase measuring logic. In order to rapidly isolate
faults with the processor, an extensive diagnostic package has been developed. Using
either the front panel or the HP 1000, diagnostics can be executed to test tone reference
frequencies, the microprocessor arithmetic and logical functions and the microprocessor
memory.

The HP 1000 controls the tone ranging and azimuth/elevation data collection via the earth
station control scenarios. While tone ranging measurements are performed in the range
processor azimuth/elevation and tracking data is collected from the RFT through the IEEE-
488 Bus interface. The measurements can be accumulated on the local system disc for up
to two days before being transferred to the orbit determination computer (ODC).

There are two communications links between the Clarksburg facility and the ODC. One
link is used to transmit range, track, and telemetry data to the ODC, and the other is used
to obtain maneuver information and antenna pointing coefficients from the ODC.

The PCM transmitter unit controls the transfer of telemetry from the synchronized buffer,
and range/track data from the HP 1000 to the ODC. The HP 1000 at Clarksburg retrieves
the raw range track data from the local file and from the remote Castle Rock file through
the system communication network. The data is formed into a PCM like frame, and
transmitted to the ODC via the PCM transmitter. Up to eight telemetry streams can be
connected to the transmitter simultaneously. The transmitter, on a cyclic basis, can
sequentially transmit each stream to the ODC on a single communications link. The



streams can be transmitted in any order and the time interval each stream is transmitted
during a cycle can be independently set.

The actual orbit and attitude determination is performed by the ODC. All maneuver
instructions and post-maneuver predictions are transmitted from the ODC to Clarksburg
through a remote job entry (RJE) link. The HP 1000 emulates an RJE terminal and can
print the message, on a high speed printer, and in addition, the message can be stored on
the system disc for reference and instruction.

The RFT at the TT&C location and customer premise earth station require periodic
antenna pointing adjustments. The orbit coefficients that are transfered from the ODC to
the Clarksburg facility via the RJE link, are processed at Clarksburg, and passed on to the
SBS system management facility in McLean via a second RJE link for use in computing
customer antenna pointing data. The accurate pointing of the spacecraft antenna in the SBS
system is attained through a beacon tracking system. The Castle Rock facility generates a
low frequency triangular wave from which is first divided into East-West and North-South
error components and then applied to the positioning mechanism on the spacecraft. The
ground equipment consists of a tracking waveform generator which produces the triangular
wave form, and IF and RF frequency converters that translate the wave form generator
output and the command generator aggregate signal to the uplink transmit frequency.

Telemetry Retrieval and Analysis

Plot generation in the TT&C system is performed by a single integrated package executed
under the RTE IVB operating system. Telemetry can be extracted from either the historical
and flight recorder disc archives, the permanent tape archives or in real time as the
telemetry is being received. Four color pen plotters, local and dial-up graphics display
terminals and a high speed line printer with graphic capability are available for plot
generation.

The plot program features an integral calculator as a preprocessor to the actual generator.
Arithmetic, trigonometry, logical and statistical functions can be performed on single, or
multiple telemetry words. Four curves on each of the four plotters can be generated
simultaneously. The plotters can be located at any node in the network since the
distributed system is used as the access method.

Since the generation of a plot can be complex, as determined by the number of telemetry
words involved, calculations performed and curves generated, the design of a plot was
separated from the generation of a plot. The plot design is performed by the edit/create
function and saved on the system disc. The design can be executed repeatedly by the plot
generator, and selected parameters can be altered at plot time.



S/C Commanding

The command generator is a microprocessor based unit that can be controlled from a front
panel keyboard or from the HP 1000. The command generator performs crosschecks to
verify that the proper spacecraft is being monitored before allowing commands to be
transmitted. Spacecraft commands, decoder addresses and command receiver entries are
used to transmit and load a command in the spacecraft decoder. Critical commands that
can have a serious impact on the spacecraft when improperly executed are protected by a
secondary command enable. The generator supports a variety of execute modes that are
required for synchronous thruster firing and asynchronous spacecraft unit switching and
reconfiguration. For synchronous commands, the execute pulse formed in the command
generator either references the attitude data processor timing information obtained from
either the sync buffer telemetry stream or the real time FM attitude pulses supplied by the
FM demodulation equipment. Execute transmission is automatically terminated when the
execute reference is lost. Commands are normally transmitted from Castle Rock through
the beacon tracking system uplink. The Clarksburg command generator can be used to
control the spacecraft only when the beacon tracking system is inactive and therefore is
normally not used. Clarksburg, as the control facility, verbally passes command generator
set up specifications to Castle Rock via a full period order wire. The Spacecraft command
and execute verification is simultaneously performed at both facilities.

The Clarksburg facility also has the capability to remotely set up the Castle Rock
command generator. Entries made at the Clarksburg generator are passed to the Castle
Rock generator through the distributed computer system. The Castle Rock generator
returns a verification message to the Clarksburg generator, which then has virtual control
and monitor capability of the command process. A third mode of commanding is via a
computer command file. Sequential command generator entries are saved in a disc file
through the HP1000. By calling up the disc file, all command generator control operations
can be performed per the file sequence with no operator intervention.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE OVERALL SUCCESS OF THE
PROGRAM

This program was considered a success by both COMSAT and SBS management. In the
course of writing this paper, the authors paused to reflect on the reasons for this, and felt it
would be appropriate to mention them.

The program management for both SBS and COMSAT had extensive TT&C experience in
both hardware and software areas of engineering and operations. From the beginning of the
program it became obvious that a certain amount of flexibility in the budget, schedule and
design was essential if the design goals were to be met. To have this flexibility implied



establishing a mutual trust between parties and a commitment by both parties to the
successful completion of the program.

What all of this meant was that the customer and contractor had to establish a close
working relationship that allowed for a certain amount of give and take. For example, by
the time of the “final design review” some eight months into the program, it became
obvious that additional software design was needed to meet the full intent of the original
design goals; it was then mutually decided to extend the design phase and have one
additional design review which caused the software operational date to be delayed by two
months. However, the desired goals were achieved.

From a technical standpoint, the success of the program was due to two factors. The
aforementioned extended design phase allowed the proper time to be taken in certain key
areas so that serious problems were avoided. More important, however, was that after the
official system acceptance that was performed by COMSAT, the SBS operations
personnel, as part of their training, embarked on an extensive program of pre-operational
systems testing. This effort lasted approximately two months and involved both hardware
and software. Numerous “bugs” were uncovered during this period and were fixed in a
timely manner by COMSAT, without this intensive extra testing, these bugs would not
have been found until after the first launch when the system became operational, at which
point the solutions would have been much harder to implement.

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

There are two items that fall under this heading because there simply not enough time
implement them during the program.

It was desired by SBS to have built into the software a routine that would extract from the
telemetry the change in spacecraft bus current from just prior to just after a command was
executed. This change would then be compared to a stored table of predicted current
changes and act as additional verification that the command was executed correctly.

As a corollary to this last improvement, another desireable feature would be the ability to
create special purpose spacecraft displays interactively with the computer. As the system
now stands, there are eight fixed format displays that can be called up. Any additional
analysis work requires a user to write his own program to access the data base and do
whatever he wishes with the data; an interactive display creating capability would simplify
this process immensely.



The final improvement which would be nice would be to replace some of the keyboards
and soft-key functions In the system with touch-sensitive CRT screens. This would allow
for a little more work space at the directors console and simplify some of the operations.

CONCLUSION

Installation of the systems was completed in June 1980, and the extended testing period
was concluded in August 1980. The SBS-1 satellite was successfully launched in
November 1980 and became operational early in 1981. As of this writing the system has
been functioning exceptionally well for nearly nine months.

The system is an improvement over earlier COMSAT-designed systms in that it has self-
contained archiving of telemetry, standard hardware interfaces that allow status monitoring
and control of all major subsystems, earth station reconfiguration capability via software, a
comprehensive alarm system covering spacecraft, earth station hardware and software, an
improved interface with the orbit and attitude determination computer replacing the paper
tape of older systems, on-line plotters, printers and graphics displays for rapid analysis,
and finally an automatic means for generating, storing and executing spacecraft commands
to ease the burden on the operators for routine corrections and maneuvers.
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